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Abstract

Gender bias, a sociological issue, has attracted the attention of scholars work-
ing on natural language processing (NLP) in recent years. It is confirmed that
some NLP techniques like word embedding could capture gender bias in natural
language. Here , we investigate gender bias in Chinese word embeddings. Gen-
der bias tests originally designed for English are adapted and applied to Chinese
word embeddings trained with three different embedding models. After verify-
ing the efficiency of the adapted tests, the changes of gender bias throughout
several time periods are traced and analysed . Our results validate the feasibility
of bias test adaptation and confirm that word embedding trained by amodel with
character-level information captures more gender bias in general. Moreover , we
build a possible framework for diachronic research of gender bias.
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1. Introduction

Gender bias, a term usually appearing in the field of sociology, has become an attrac-
tive topic in the field of natural language processing (NLP) in recent years. To au-
tomatically process natural language, various methods are proposed to numerically
represent words or sentences. Word embedding is one of the prominent methods that
encodes the semantic and grammatical information of words into dense vectors. Gen-
der bias, conveyed in our everyday language, is naturally included in the word repre-
sentation generated by this method. Bolukbasi et al. (2016) conducted a series of tests
and confirmed that gender bias exists in well -trained word embeddings. When such
word embeddings are employed by downstream applications likemachine translation,
gender-biased information is transmitted and spread along with it. Thus, an increas-
ing number of NLP studies in recent years have started to examine and analyse gender
bias in word embeddings.

Most previous studies in this field take English as the target language and develop
various methods and frameworks to examine gender bias in word embeddings. How-
ever, the issue of gender bias is closely related to the culture and background lan-
guages. It is impossible to directly move the methods designed for English to other
languages, and the specific features of a language may also affect the efficiency of the
method. Hence, gender bias in the embeddings of other languages should still be a
matter of concern.

1.1. Purpose

It has been confirmed that gender bias could be encoded by word embedding models.
To evaluate the extent of gender bias, various bias tests are proposed and applied to
word embeddings of different languages. In this project, we will investigate gender
bias in Chinese word embeddings. Compared with other languages, Chinese contains
an unique character system: characters are not only the elements of words, but carry
their own semantic information.Thus, wewill train word embeddings with both tradi-
tional models and models with character-level information, and measure gender bias
on them.

Our study will answer the following key questions:

1. How do the implicit and explicit gender bias tests each adapt to Chinese word
embeddings ?

2. Could various Chinese word embeddings and the corresponding gender bias
test capture the diachronic changes of gender bias?

3. To what extent do different types of subword information included in training
models affect the encoding of gender bias, compared with the plain Word2vec
model?

1.2. Bias Statement

The analysis of bias in NLP has gradually attracted the attention of language technol-
ogists in recent years. However, a critical survey of this field by Blodgett et al. (2020)
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points out that most previous studies have failed to give an explicit definition of bias
and a clear motivation of their methods or experiments. To make this project more ex-
plicit and discussable, we follow the recommendation of Blodgett et al. (2020) and the
3rd Workshop on Gender Bias in Natural Language Processing 1, giving a bias state-
ment at the beginning of the thesis. We aim at precisely and clearly defining what
system behaviours are believed to be gender biased in our experiments and why they
are considered harmful.

This project studies the gender bias encoded by distributional word vectors of Chi-
nese. People unconsciously convey gender stereotypes in their everyday language.
When we build a corpus with either spoken or written language, biased information
is unavoidably included in the dataset. In fact, gender-biased texts are indispensable
for a well-designed corpus, because they indeed exist in our natural language and
reflect the latent attitudes of the crowd. However, word embedding models could cap-
ture biased information from the corpus and represent them in word vectors boluk-
basi2016man. This study focuses on the gender bias that could be revealed in word
embeddings. If the underlying biased information, such as the assumed association be-
tween “male” and “doctor,” can be verified in the vector space and transferred to the
downstream application with the vector, the word embedding is considered gender
biased.

Such biased language technology products could result in severe problems. Blod-
gett et al. (2020) concluded the types of harm caused by bias in NLP: allocational
harm, which refers to the unfair allocation of resources and opportunities to differ-
ent groups, and representational harm, which means some groups passively receive
different treatment due to their group identities. Once the gender-biased word repre-
sentation is adopted to generate the downstream application, it likely leads to both
types of harm. However, we need to accept the fact that gender bias and stereotypes
come from us, and their existence in technology is reasonable and unsurprising. Our
study does not discuss the influence of gender bias on the word embedding method
but focuses on the encoded bias and attempts to measure and analyse it.

1.3. Outline

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides the background of Chinese
language and an overview of previous works on word embedding and gender bias.
Chapter 3 describes the dataset we use for training embeddings, the implementation
of word embedding models and how gender bias tests are adapted and applied to the
Chinese embeddings we generate. The results of experiments are presented and anal-
ysed in Chapter 4, and Chapter 5 further discusses the results. Chapter 6 concludes
this project and provides some ideas for future work.

1https://genderbiasnlp.talp.cat/
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2. Background

This chapter will provide an overview of the background and related works of this
study. It will start with a brief introduction to Chinese characters and words, then the
development of word embeddings will be covered. Next, it moves to the categories of
gender bias detected in word embedding and the corresponding metrics, followed by
a summary of other related studies.

2.1. Chinese characters and words

Words are usually regarded as the smallest units that can independently convey se-
mantic information and the common pieces that are repeatedly grouped to form mes-
sages (Bolinger, 1975). However, unlike the languages of the Indo-European language
family, Chinese possesses special elements in its language system: Chinese charac-
ters, also called Hanzi (Chinese:汉字). Chinese characters, taking the place of words
in English, are in line with the characteristics of words concluded by Bolinger (1975).
Although Chinese characters are similar to words of other languages in terms of se-
mantics, they cannot replace the syntactic role of words in forming sentences. A Chi-
nese character is unable to independently function as a syntactic element, such as
noun phrase (NP), verb phrase (VP), and prepositional phrase (PP) , in a sentence. In
this sense, Chinese characters are closer to the concept of morphemes (Lyu, 1979).

Chinese words are usually composed of two or more Chinese characters. No word
boundary marks, like spaces in English, are added between Chinese words, so people
need to separate words with the assistance of the meaning and grammatical functions
of words. The meaning of a Chinese word is closely related to the independent mean-
ing of the characters that it contains. The relations of meaning between a word and
its characters are various. Some words are constituted by characters carrying close
semantic information, such as Examples 1 and 2 in Figure 2.1. These words directly
inherit the meaning of their characters. Examples 3 and 4 show another possibility: a
word that is a compound of characters whose meaning combines the meaning of all
characters. In some cases, the relation is relatively weak, only connecting one core
character like “净 (jing)” in Example 5. Nonetheless, we cannot see such a relation
in all Chinese words, like Examples 6 and 7, words coined by a literary quotation or
transliteration.

2.2. Word embeddings

In NLP, determining how to represent words by a numerical form that computers can
“understand” and work with is a crucial issue. The most intuitive solution is one-hot
encoding. s one-hot encoding. It simply puts N words in vocabulary in a line and rep-
resents the nth word by a vector that is filled with a single 1 at the nth cell and 0s in
the left cells. Hence, a N×Nmatrix is created to encode all words in the vocabulary, in
which each word is an independent dimension. Obviously, one-hot encoding is primi-
tive. It regards each word as an independent item, omitting the underlying connection
between words in natural language. Additionally, if the input corpus is too large, one-
hot encoding is computationally expensive. With the progress of machine learning,
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Figure 2.1.: Examples of meaning relation between Chinese word and character. Each word
and the characters it contains are translated to English respectively. Pinyin, pro-
nunciation of word or character, is noted in parenthesis.

a better solution is provided: encoding the semantic information of words into dense
vectorial representations , which is called distributional representation (Ferrone and
Zanzotto, 2020).

Distributional representation derives from a linguistic concept called the distribu-
tional hypothesis which suggests that words appearing in the same context have sim-
ilar meanings (Harris, 1954). Accordingly, distributional representation represents
words by encoding the information of their context. In recent years, the advances
in neural network led to a new development in distributional representation: learn-
ing distributional word vectors with the techniques of deep learning. Bengio et al.
(2003) first attempted to employword embedding by building a one-hidden-layer feed-
forward neural network, while the following research was hindered by the limited
computational power at that time. Collobert andWeston (2008) made another attempt
by optimising the objective function to mitigate the complexity of the softmax func-
tion, and they revealed the potential of pre-trainedword embedding for improving the
performance of downstream applications. However, the expense of computation was
still a problem, taking seven weeks to train the model. The appearance of Word2Vec
(Mikolov, K. Chen, et al., 2013) ensured the popularity of word embeddings. The ex-
pensive computation was finally alleviated by the significantly reduced architecture,
which cannot even be classified as a deep learning technique. In the following sec-
tions, we will elaborate on the Word2Vec model and its variants.

2.2.1. Word2Vec

Mikolov, K. Chen, et al. (2013) built two separate architectures with different training
strategies, namely the continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model and continuous skip-
gram (Skip-gram) model. It is confirmed that Word2Vec is capable of learning high-
quality word vectors that capture the semantic relationships betweenwords, likeKing
–man +woman = queen. Figure 2.2 shows the architectures of the two efficientmodels.

CBOW

The CBOW model predicts the target word by encoding the words surrounding it. As
is displayed in the left part of Figure 2.2, one-hot vectors of N words before and after
the target word are fed into the input layer (N=2 in Figure2.2), and the output layer
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Figure 2.2.: Architectures of two training strategies in Word2Vec model (Mikolov, K. Chen,
et al., 2013)

in the learning phrase is also the vector representing the place of the target word. Af-
ter multiplying all the input vectors with a shared weight matrix, the average of the
weighted input vectors is calculated in the hidden layer. It should be noticed that the
order of encoded context words is of no account when it is projected to the hidden
layer. Then, the hierarchical softmax function is applied to produce the probability
distribution of words. By repeatedly calculating the loss and updating the weights,
the maximised likelihood of the target word is generated. Finally, a look-up table con-
taining the embeddings of all words is created through the optimised weight matrix.

Skip-gram

The architecture of the Skip-grammodel is similar to that of CBOW, but it predicts the
surroundingwords given the central word, as shown in the right part of Figure2.2.The
final word embedding in Skip-gram also comes from the learned weights during the
training procedure. Compared with CBOW, the reversed architecture of Skip-gram
increases the prediction times of each word by avoiding calculating the average in
the projection layer. Hence, Skip-gram performs better on the low-frequency words
than CBOW, but equally results in higher computational complexity. To further im-
prove the performance of this model, Mikolov, Sutskever, et al. (2013) introduced a
new concept, negative sampling. Instead of computing the loss of all words and up-
dating all weights in each training step, it only recalculates the weights for the target
words and several “negative words” randomly chosen by unigram distribution. This
extension of the model noticeably sped up its training procedure, so it was widely
used with the original model in the following research.

2.2.2. Word embeddings with sub-word information

Words are the basic elements from which the Word2Vec model learns information.
In fact, some details hidden in the units smaller than words could also contribute
greatly to the construction of the semantic and syntactic role of a word. Accordingly,
considering such units would be an efficient method to improve the quality of word
embeddings.

Following the prominentWord2Vec model, Bojanowski et al. (2017) were one of the
first groups to propose an extension of Word2Vec for leveraging the morphological
structures inside words. For most morphologically rich languages, inflectional and se-
mantic information is usually connected with character n-grams that include but are
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not limited to the common roots and affixes. Hence, this model, also known as fast-
Text, introduces a bag of character n-grams to the vector representation of each word.
When it calculates the context score in the objective function, the sum of the vectors
of all n-character sequences and the complete word replaces the original vector of the
target word. Thus, more specific linguistic features carried by words are added into
the model training phase. As the representation of n-grams is shared across words,
the generated vectors of out of vocabulary (OOV) and rare words are also obviously
improved.

Figure 2.3.: Example of the bag of character n-grams. The target word is where and n = 3.
Boundary marks < and > are added at the beginning and end of the word.

Apart from the model enriched with character n-grams, some improvement con-
cerning subword information is based on the feature of a specific language. Unlike
most Indo-European languages, languages in East Asia usually construct words in dif-
ferent ways. X. Chen et al. (2015) focused on the semantic relation between aword and
its composing characters in Chinese, which is not considered by the general model.
They proposed a character-enhancedword embedding (CWE)model based on the idea
of the Word2Vec model. Besides word vectors, they also trained vectors for each char-
acter in words and integrated them into the original framework (as shown in Figure
2.4). Similarly, Park et al. (2018) designed a decomposition method for Korean words
based on the Skip-gram model, which enabled them to better handle the subword
knowledge of Korean. Generally speaking, models considering specific subword fea-
tures of one or more languages outperform the baseline method, namely the original
Word2Vec model, in the traditional word similarity and analogy tests.

Figure 2.4.: Original CBOW and CWE model (X. Chen et al., 2015)

2.3. Measuring gender bias

Bias has been a topic that has attracted the attention of cognitive scientists for sev-
eral decades. It is interpreted as the intuitive formula for humans to make decisions or
judgements . It may stem from flawed reasoning or transmission between people (Kah-
neman and Tversky, 1973). Stereotyping is one type of cognitive bias. Compared with
bias usually referring to a specific case, stereotyping indicates the sweeping applica-
tion of some predefined characteristics to people according to their national, ethnic,
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or gender groups (Schneider, 2005). Hence, when we refer to gender bias, we actually
mean a kind of stereotype.

Many previous studies have confirmed that gender bias could be encoded in word
embeddings and transmitted to their downstream applications (Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Prates et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2017). To reduce the impact of gender bias, scholars
have conducted further studies to categorise and assess it.

2.3.1. Gender bias in word embedding

Gender bias is the primary type of bias that researchers consider in this field; thus, it is
normally included in a strategy or method proposed for the problem of bias. Lauscher,
Glavaš, et al. (2020) divided all existing bias evaluation methods into two types of
specifications: implicit and explicit. This classification is based upon how the bias
could be detected in word embeddings. For explicit bias specification, bias evaluation
is assisted by two sets of target terms and a set of attribute terms, 𝐵𝐸 = (T1, T2, A).
For example, T1, T2 contains science and arts terms, respectively, and A is comprised
of gender vocabulary. Hence, bias between T1, T2 in terms of A is evaluated. On the
contrary, implicit bias specification only consists of the two sets of target terms 𝐵𝐼 =
(T1, T2). It does not directly point out the domain of bias but just specifies the two
sets that are assumed to be biased.

2.3.2. Gender bias tests

The measurement of gender bias was firstly put forward along with the debiasing
method for the evaluation of debias experiments. Bolukbasi et al. (2016) creatively as-
sessed gender bias by projecting the target word to the gender direction ®𝑤 ·( ®ℎ𝑒− ®𝑠ℎ𝑒). It
set the foundation for the following tests that exploited the association between word
vectors. Inspired by the Implicit Association Test1, Caliskan et al. (2017) proposed the
Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT). It computes the cosine similarity between
target words and gender attributes, presenting the underlying gender bias by the dif-
ference between the association of words. This method has been validated on word
embeddings trained with different models. Later, it was extended to a multilingual
version, XWEAT (Lauscher and Glavaš, 2019; Lauscher, Takieddin, et al., 2020). Some
other variants of WEAT, such as the embedding coherence test (ECT), embedding
quality test (EQT) (Dev and Phillips, 2019) and WEAT* (Dev et al., 2020), were also
designed for various tasks.

All the tests mentioned above fall into the category of explicit bias specification,
while there are currently few implicit bias tests. Gonen and Goldberg (2019) unveiled
a hidden problem in a previous study: the implicit bias in word embeddings. They
found that two sets of target terms can still be easily clustered even though the word
embedding is debiased and passes the explicit bias tests. Hence, whether the set of
target words could be distinguished by clustering algorithms like KMeans++ could be
an evaluation criterion for gender bias in word embeddings. However, this method
was not formally regarded as an independent gender bias test until Lauscher, Glavaš,
et al. (2020) published their work.

2.4. Other related studies

Since Bolukbasi et al. (2016) released their work, numbers of researchers put their at-
tention to bias encoded by word embeddings. In addition to the measures of gender
1Implicit-association test (IAT) is usually adopted in psychology research for uncovering the subcon-

scious association between concepts (such as race, gender) and people’s attitude.
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bias, they proposed various method to debias word embedding. Bolukbasi et al. (2016),
based on their gender bias test, innovatively debiased word embedding by directly ma-
nipulating the word vectors, which was also called the post-processing method by the
following studies. Zhao et al. (2018) and B. H. Zhang et al. (2018) developed methods
to eliminate gender bias during the word embedding training procedure by replacing
the loss of model or employing an adversarial network. However, Gonen and Gold-
berg (2019) uncovered the faults of the previous research that they just superficially
removed the explicit bias but neglected the hidden implicit bias between the ‘neutral-
ized’ words. Lauscher, Glavaš, et al. (2020) proposed three debiasing models coupled
with the existed bias metrics that are integrated into a general framework of debi-
asing, DEBIE. With the development of word representation technique, very diverse
debiasing methods for ELMo (Zhao et al., 2019), BERT (Bhardwaj et al., 2021), and
RoBERTa (Dev et al., 2020) were further proposed.

Admittedly, models are usually the core of NLP research, but various data sets and
target languages in gender bias research should be noticed as well. Wikipedia is the
most widely used source of data sets for trainingmodel (Dev and Phillips, 2019; Gonen
and Goldberg, 2019; Lauscher and Glavaš, 2019; Lauscher, Takieddin, et al., 2020). It is
also common to employ corpora that contain news reports from traditional or online
media (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Jentzsch et al., 2019). Some studies applied their strate-
gies to embeddings trained with official documents from United Nations, Europarl,
etc. (Font and Costa-jussà, 2019). In addition to English, bias in word embeddings
of other languages is also investigated. Some of the existed bias metrics and debias
methods have been validated on Japanese (Takeshita et al., 2020), Dutch (Mulsa and
Spanakis, 2020), Swedish (Sahlgren and Olsson, 2019), and etc. WEAT by Caliskan
et al. (2017) was extended to XWEAT (Lauscher and Glavaš, 2019) which could be
applied to six other languages. Lauscher, Takieddin, et al. (2020) further adapted it to
Arabic and released a public version after a comprehensive analysis of gender bias in
Arabic word embeddings.

To conclude, the investigation of gender bias in word embedding developes along
with the evolvement of word embedding techniques. A variety of factors that might
influence the encoding of gender bias are gradually covered in some specific studies.
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3. Method

This project investigates how subword information of Chinese influences gender bias
encoded in word embeddings and how gender bias tests perform on Chinese word
embeddings. This chapter will elaborate on the word embedding training procedures
and the application of gender bias tests. Figure 3.1 illustrates the general framework
of our experiments. We start with an overview of the dataset and present the corpora
pre-processing and separation steps. Next, three different word embedding models
are employed for training word representations. After gender bias tests are adapted
to Chinese, they are first evaluated on vectors trained with synchronic texts, and then
only efficient ones are applied to analyse the diachronic changes of gender bias. 1

Figure 3.1.: Flowchart of experiments in this project

3.1. Corpora

To conduct the synchronic and diachronic research, we choose two different corpora,
SogouCA and the People’s Daily diachronic corpus, for training word embeddings in
our experiments. In the following parts, we present the detailed information of the
two corpora and introduce how they are pre-processed.

3.1.1. SogouCA and People’s Daily Diachronic Corpus

SogouCA Corpus 2 was collected and released by Sogou Lab in 2012. It is comprised
of 1,920,000 online news reports from all Chinese portal websites covering 18 topics,
including domestic, international, sports, social, entertainment, etc. The original size
of this corpus is 1.43 GB. SogouCA has been applied to numerous Chinese NLP stud-
ies in various fields, such as text classification (X. Zhang et al., 2015) and sentiment
analysis (C. Wu et al., 2017). All the reports in SogouCA are published within two
months; hence, this corpus can be regarded as a static dataset.

1The code for our experiments is available at https://github.com/MargaretJMC/gender-bias-on-word-
embeddings-for-Chinese

2http://www.sogou.com/labs/resource/ca.php
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People’s Daily diachronic corpus 3 was constructed by People’s Daily, an official
newspaper of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). This public corpus spans over 70
years (1946–2017 ) and records the change and development of people’s political and
social lives in modern China. Regarding the size of this corpus, it includes 1,742,230
news reports, which take up 4.1 GB in total. However, the distribution of data size has
been so unbalanced throughout the years that it is impractical to do the diachronic
experiments simply based on fixed time periods. We divided the whole corpus into
three subsets according to the historical period of contemporary China, which will
be elaborated on in Section 3.1.3. People’s Daily diachronic corpus has not only been
employed by research concerning the evaluation of Chinese word embeddings (Li et
al., 2018) but played an important role in a recent study of gender bias in Chinese (S.
Zhu and Liu, 2020).

3.1.2. Pre-processing

Both SogouCA and People’s Daily diachronic corpus were built utilising online re-
sources, so the original texts in the dataset are mixed with various symbols, punctu-
ation and even HTML tags. We will use the two corpora to train word vectors with
CBOW, fastText and CWE models in the next step. All these models require the input
Chinese text to be word-segmented and encoded in UTF-8. Therefore, all the text data
we used for training word vectors were pre-processed through the following proce-
dures. The statistical information of the pre-processed corpora is presented in Table
3.1. Figure 3.2 is an example of the pre-processed data.

• Clean HTML format: For text stored in HTML structure, we first extract the
news reports from the <\content> tag and remove all the HTML tags by regular
expression.

• Segment Chinese words: As mentioned in Section 2.1, there are no natural word
boundary marks in Chinese; hence, a word segmentation procedure is neces-
sary. In this project, we separate Chinese words with Jieba 4, a Python Chinese
word segmentation model with a large default dictionary.

• Remove non-Chinese characters and punctuation: After removing the HTML
format, there are still some unreadable codes in the content of news reports. We
delete all non-Chinese symbols by restricting the Unicode encoding between
u4e00 and u9fa5. We also remove all the punctuation to further denoise and
save space.

• Transform traditional Chinese into simplifiedChinese: Traditional Chinese char-
acters occur in a few reports before the 1950s in the People’s Daily diachronic
corpus. We transform them into simplified Chinese in case they are encoded as
different words from their simplified version.

Corpus Articles Word types Words count
SogouCA 1920000 1007307 283841008

People’s Daily 1742230 3453833 681855229

Table 3.1.: Data distribution of SogouCA and People’s Daily corpus (After pre-processing)

3http://data.people.com.cn/
4https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Figure 3.2.: Example of preprocessed data

3.1.3. Subcorpus separation

Modern China, namely the People’s Republic of China, was established in 1949. The
past seven decades have witnessed the dramatic change of this society. However, the
periodisation of contemporary Chinese history has been a controversial issue for a
long time. J. Zhu (2010) concluded five popular methods that separate historical peri-
ods by two to eight different milestone events and proposed his new version, which
emphasises the development of the economy and society. In fact, all these methods
revolve around a core event: Reform and Opening up in 1978, which is also known
as the Opening of China. China’s economy experienced rapid growth after that and
gradually became one of the largest economies in the world.Therefore, we first follow
the most concise periodisation method, dichotomy, dividing the whole corpus into
two parts: 1946–1978 and 1978–2017. Moreover, the fast spread of the internet and
personal computers in the early 2000s led to significant change to China’s society,
especially in terms of the communication between people. In 2001, China formally
joined the World Trade Organisation, which is usually regarded as another milestone
of the development of China’s economy. Overall, we further separate the second half
of the corpus by the time point 2001.

In total, we separate the People’s Daily diachronic corpus into three subcorpora
according to the historical period of contemporary China for the following diachronic
study.They are named in chronological order as PPD-Exploration, PPD-Development,
and PPD-New_era. Table 3.2 displays the data distribution of the three subcorpora.

Corpus Articles Word types Words count
PPD-Exploration 476567 1162127 227753233
PPD-Development 644069 1136738 189984796

PPD-New_era 621594 1154968 264117200

Table 3.2.: Data distribution of People’s Daily diachronic subcorpus (After pre-processing)

3.2. Training word embedding

Three models, plainWord2Vec (CBOW), fastText and CWE, are adopted to train word
vectors in this project. To implement plain Word2Vec and fastText, we directly use
Gensim 5, an open-source Python library. For CWE, we apply the same implementa-
tion as the original paper (X. Chen et al., 2015) 6. As the basic framework of fastText
and CWE is similar to that of the plain Word2Vec, we keep most hyperparameters
the same to generate comparable results. The setting is displayed in Table 3.3. If a
hyperparameter is not specifically listed, we use the default value.

All the parameters are chosen based on the previous studies to keep the results
comparable. The details of each are presented as follows:
5https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/apiref.html
6https://github.com/thunlp/CWE
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Model sg size window sample min_count iter alpha cwe-type
Word2Vec 0 300 5 1e-3 8 10 0.05
fastText 0 300 5 1e-3 8 10 0.05
CWE 0 300 5 1e-3 8 10 0.05 1

Table 3.3.: Hyper-parameter setting

• sg: Indicating the basic training algorithm. As our data sets are relatively large,
we choose the faster one, CBOW, which is noted as “0” here.

• size: It refers to the size of the generated vector. Given the number of the vo-
cabulary, it is increased to 300.

• window: The size of window decides how many context words directly affect
the encoding of the target word. Based on the results of some pilot tests, we
keep the default value of 5.

• sample: It sets the threshold for the occurrence of words. The default value in
Gensim is applied to all three models.

• min_count: Rare words with a frequency less than 8 are discarded by the mod-
els. The value is higher than the default on account of the large size of the input
data.

• iter: It refers to the iterations running over the corpus. To ensure the quality of
the corpus, 10 iterations are used.

• alpha: It is the initial learning rate of the model. The default value of CBOW in
CWE is used in all three models.

• cwe-type: This parameter only works on CWE. As the implementation of X.
Chen et al. (2015) also includes two variants, it is necessary to indicate the CWE
by the value “1”.

Overall, 12 word embeddings are generated, which cover three differentmodels and
two input corpora (three from the synchronic corpus and nine from the diachronic
subcorpus). All the training procedures take around 16 hours .

3.2.1. Evaluation of generated word embedding

To ensure the quality of generated word embeddings, we follow the method of X.
Chen et al. (2015), evaluating each generated vector by two word similarity tests,
wordsim-240 (Wang et al., 2011) and wordsim-296 (Jin and Y. Wu, 2012). The two
tests consists of 240 and 296 word pairs, respectively, with their corresponding human
scores of word similarity between each pair. For each generated word embedding,
we first calculate the word similarity of each pair by cosine similarity between their
vectors. For comparing the calculated word similarity and human scores, Spearman’s
correlation coefficient is employed to indicate the final evaluation results. Table 3.4
and Table 3.5 display the evaluation results of our generated word embeddings and
the corresponding results of X. Chen et al. (2015). As fastText is not included in their
paper, we only report their results on vectors trained with CBOW and CWE.

For embedding trained with synchronic datasets, our results on wordsim-240 are
slightly lower than the counterpart in the original paper, while our higher values
on the other test indicate the greater consistency with the human judgements. The
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Models wordsim-240 wordsim-296
CBOW 0.5456 0.6612
fastText 0.5592 0.6670
CWE 0.5571 0.6468
CBOW* 0.5569 0.6181
CWE* 0.5690 0.6402

Table 3.4.: Evaluation results of word embeddings trained with synchronic dataset. CBOW*
and CWE* refer to the evaluation results of the original paper (X. Chen et al.,
2015)

Models Datasets wordsim-240 wordsim-296

CBOW
Exploration 0.5013 0.5920
Development 0.5194 0.6218
New era 0.5616 0.6271

fastText
Exploration 0.5123 0.6099
Development 0.5237 0.6360
New era 0.5553 0.6322

CWE
Exploration 0.5148 0.5804
Development 0.5512 0.6207
New era 0.5640 0.6296

CBOW* 0.5569 0.6181
CWE* 0.5690 0.6402

Table 3.5.: Evaluation results of word embeddings trained with diachronic datasets. CBOW*
andCWE* refer to the evaluation results of the original paper (X. Chen et al., 2015)

evaluation results of word embeddings with diachronic datasets ascendwith time.The
results of CBOW and CWE finally approach or even exceed the values of X. Chen et
al. (2015) on New era period. It can be explained by the word pairs in the two tests that
they are all the commonwords of the modern language but may be not frequent in the
past. In general, our results are very close to the values of the original paper, and there
is no prominent difference between the results of embeddings we train with different
models. Hence, all our generated word vectors can be regarded as well-trained.

3.3. Adaptation and application of gender bias tests

As most gender bias tests derive from research with English as the target language,
they could not be applied to the Chinese word representation we generated without
modification.This section will introduce the tests we cover and elaborate on how they
are adapted and applied to the Chinese word vectors. Due to the time limitation , it
is impossible to examine all existing tests. The most influential and widely used tests
are included in the experiments: two explicit and one implicit test (i.e., WEAT, ECT
and KMeans++). The implement of the three tests is based on the version of Lauscher,
Glavaš, et al. (2020) on English.

3.3.1. WEAT

WEAT (Caliskan et al., 2017) is inspired by the Implicit Association Test, so it can
be regarded as an interdisciplinary approach. Compared with other previous tests,
it is the first to take bias in embeddings as the research object. It measures the as-
sociation difference, namely the word similarity, between target terms and attribute
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terms. WEAT is designed to reveal different kinds of stereotypes, so gender bias only
accounts for a small part of the original tests.

Two sets of target words and two sets of attribute words are required in this method
to present bias in embeddings. Table 3.6 shows an example of sets from WEAT 7, in
which science and arts terms compose the two target sets and attributes are male and
female terms. The ℎ0 of the test is that the relative similarity between the two target
sets in terms of the attribute sets is not different.Thus, the explicit bias inWEAT could
be represented as BE = (𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2). To verify the association difference between
target sets, 𝑇1 and 𝑇2, the WEAT test statistic s(𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) is defined as

𝑠 (𝑇1,𝑇2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) =
∑
𝑡1∈𝑇1

𝑠 (𝑡1, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) −
∑
𝑡2∈𝑇2

𝑠 (𝑡2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) ,

in which the association difference of a term t is measured by

𝑠 (𝑡, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) = mean𝑎1∈𝐴1 cos(®𝑡, ®𝑎1) −mean𝑎2∈𝐴2 cos(®𝑡, ®𝑎2)

where ®𝑡 , ®𝑎1, ®𝑎2 denotes the word vectors of target term t and attribute terms 𝑎1, 𝑎2,
and cos(®𝑡, ®𝑎1), cos(®𝑡, ®𝑎2) refers to the cosine of the angle between vectors.

T1 math, algebra, geometry, calculus, equations, computation, numbers, addition.
T2 poetry, art, dance, literature, novel, symphony, drama, sculpture.
A1 male, man, boy, brother, he, him, his, son.
A2 female, woman, girl, sister, she, her, hers, daughter.

Table 3.6.: Sets of target words and attribute words of WEAT 7

To evaluate the significance of the statistic, the random permutation B*E = (𝑇∗1,
𝑇∗2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) is introduced. 𝑇∗1 and 𝑇∗2 are both split partitions of 𝑇1 ∪ 𝑇2 with equal
possibility. The one-sided p-value of WEAT is equal to the possibility of s(𝑇∗1,𝑇∗2,𝐴1,
𝐴2) >s(𝑇1, 𝑇2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2).

The normalised measure reflecting the extent of separation between association
distributions is called the effect size.With a larger effect size,WEAT indicates a higher
amount of bias. It can be computed by

mean𝑡1∈𝑇1 𝑠 (𝑡1, 𝐴1, 𝐴2) −mean𝑡2∈𝑇2 𝑠 (𝑡2, 𝐴1, 𝐴2)
std− dev𝑡 ∈𝑇1∪𝑇2 𝑠 (𝑡, 𝐴1, 𝐴2)

As this project focuses on the bias concerning gender, we only employ the gender
test in WEAT (i.e., WEAT 6, WEAT 7 and WEAT 8). However, the sets of target terms
in WEAT 6 are male and female English names. Since the two or three characters in
common Chinese names are randomly chosen from thousands of Chinese characters,
it is hard to find a corresponding Chinese name for an English name.Thus, we further
discard WEAT 6.

The adaptation of WEAT starts with the translation of target terms and attribute
terms. All the terms are first automatically translated by Google Translate, and then
checked by a professional English–Chinese translator. In attribute sets of WEAT 7
and WEAT 8, the subjective and objective cases of the third-person pronoun (she-her
and he-him) are both included, while they are expressed by the same word in Chinese
(她 and他). We add the plural of she and he in Chinese, namely ”她们” and ”他们”,
to keep the number of terms the same as before. Moreover, the abbreviation NASA
in T1 of WEAT 8 cannot be simply translated into one Chinese word. “太空”, outer
space in English, is chosen to substitute for it. The following chart is an example of
the translated WEAT.
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T1 数学,代数,几何,微积分,方程,运算,数字,加法
T2 诗歌,艺术,舞蹈,文学,小说,交响乐,戏剧,雕塑
A1 男性,男人,男孩,兄弟,他,他的,他们,儿子
A2 女性,女人,女孩,姊妹,她,她的,她们,女儿

Table 3.7.: Adapted sets of terms in WEAT 7

3.3.2. ECT

ECT proposed by Dev and Phillips (2019) is the other explicit bias test in the exper-
iment. Similar to WEAT, it also based on the word similarity to assess bias in word
embeddings. ECT was initially designed to measure gender bias, especially gender
stereotypes concerning occupation, so we decided to include it in this project.

Compared withWEAT, the specification of ECT eliminates the division of attribute
terms, evaluating bias by BE = (𝑇1, 𝑇2, A). In fact, the set of attributes A could be
considered the union of the two attribute sets in WEAT. Dev and Phillips (2019) take
male terms, female terms and professional nouns as T1, T2 and A, respectively. We
follow their choice in the experiment. The test is composed of two steps:

1. 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, the average vectors of all terms in 𝑇1 and 𝑇2, respectively, are calcu-
lated respectively. For each term in the set of attributes A, the cosine similarity
between its vectors and the average vectors 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 is also computed. Thus,
two resultant vectors of similarity scores, 𝑣1 and 𝑣2, are produced for the next
step.

2. Instead of indicating the amount of gender bias by exact association scores,
Spearman’s correlation coefficient is used between the rank order of generated
𝑣1 and 𝑣2 to calculate the final ECT results. The range of Spearman’s coefficient
is [-1, 1]. An ECT final value closer to 1 indicates lower bias. The significance
of the results could be examined by the p-value of Spearman’s correlation coef-
ficient.

The ECT version released by Dev and Phillips (2019) use the professions list pub-
lished by Bolukbasi et al. (2016) as the attribute set A. We follow their design and
adapt the list to Chinese embeddings. There are 290 profession words in the original
list, 22 of which do not have a corresponding Chinese term and 38 of which cannot
be expressed by one Chinese word; thus, 230 are finally translated into Chinese and
used for the adapted version of the ECT. For the two sets of target words, Dev and
Phillips (2019) list 10 gender terms for each set, and they correspond to the terms of
the other set. We remove the reflexive pronouns and English names that do not have
Chinese translations. Table 3.8 displays the adapted version of the target sets.

T1_ENG man,son,he,his,male,boy,himself,guy,father,john
T2_ENG woman,daughter,she,her,female,girl,herself,gal,mother,mary
T1_CHN 男人,儿子,他,他的,男性,男孩,小伙,父亲
T2_CHN 女人,女儿,她,她的,女性,女孩,姑娘,母亲

Table 3.8.: Original and adapted sets of target terms of ECT

3.3.3. Implicit bias test (KMeans++)

This method was first developed to unveil the implicit bias hidden in hard-debiased
word embeddings. Gonen and Goldberg (2019) determined that gender bias could also
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emerge from the similarity between words that are tested in other methods, such
as the professional nouns in the ECT. Thus, the implicit bias could be detected by
clustering terms of target sets 𝑇1 and 𝑇2. We adopt their method, using KMeans++
(Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2006) for clustering and SVM for classifying. To ensure the
stability of the results, we repeatedly run it 20 times and output the average accuracy
scores. Higher accuracy scores indicate larger amounts of gender bias.

However, Gonen and Goldberg (2019) did not release the words in target sets with
their paper. Additionally, biased words in English may not be representative in Chi-
nese due to different cultural backgrounds. Therefore, we create male-biased and
female-biased word lists for this experiment as the target sets. It was realised that
Chinese adjectives could also convey gender stereotypes (Jiao and Luo, 2021; S. Zhu
and Liu, 2020), so we include a Chinese adjective list containing terms for describing
people in addition to the professional term list.

To compile the target sets, the Adjectives List with Gendered Skewness and Senti-
ment (AGSS) published by S. Zhu and Liu (2020) is adopted. There are 463 words in
total. We remove the relatively neutral adjectives, only keeping 100 male-biased and
100 female-biased adjectives as the𝑇1 and𝑇2 for experiment. To cover most common
and popular careers, we collect the top 250 careers of high occupational prestige from
the government report. To split the two sets and create a gold standard for classify-
ing, we invite 135 Chinese native speakers to score the extent of bias they associate
to these professional nouns. They are asked to give a score between 1 and 5, where 1
means the career only reminds them of males, while 5 means the career only reminds
them of females. We finally receive 132 valid scoring tables and calculate the average
score for each noun. After deleting the “neutral” nouns with scores close to 3 and
balancing the number between female-biased and male-biased nouns, we build two
target sets of professional nouns, each containing 100 elements.
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4. Results

In this chapter, we will report our results of all gender bias tests on different word
embeddings according to the order of our experiments. First, we will display how
bias tests perform on word embeddings trained with the synchronic corpus. After
analysing the efficiency of the tests, we will analyse how the efficient one performs
on the diachronic word embeddings.

4.1. Results of tests on embeddings trained with synchronic
corpus

The results of the gender bias test we used in experiments are displayed in Table
4.1, Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The amount of gender bias, namely how much
gender-biased information is encoded in embeddings, is reported by effect size, Spear-
man’s coefficient and accuracy scores, respectively.

effect_size p-value
Word2Vec 0.9259 0.02
fastText 0.6064 0.01
CWE 1.6333 0.0

Table 4.1.: Results of WEAT7 on word embedding trained with synchronic corpus

effect_size p-value
Word2Vec 0.5889 0.04
fastText 0.5789 0.01
CWE 1.4786 0.00

Table 4.2.: Results of WEAT8 on word embedding trained with synchronic corpus

We present the results of WEAT 7 and WEAT 8 separately. Although the sets of
terms in the two tests partially overlap, their sensitivity to gender bias varies. For
WEAT 7, the effect size on word embeddings trained with the Word2Vec model is
close to 1, while the value of WEAT 8 is only 0.58, one-third less than the value of
WEAT 7. Similarly, the gender bias detected by WEAT 8 in embeddings with other
models is also somewhat lower. From the perspective of models, both WEAT 7 and
WEAT 8 capture the highest amount of gender bias from the word representation
trained with CWE, and the lowest level of gender bias is captured from embedding
with fastText. The P-values of all six experiments are less than 0.05, so the results
of WEAT 7 and WEAT 8 can be regarded as significant. Nevertheless, the p-value of
WEAT 8 on Word2Vec embedding should be noticed, at 0.04, close to the criterion of
0.05. It might suggest the cause of the wider gap between the effect size of WEAT 7
and WEAT 8 on Word2Vec embeddings.

The differences between the results of ECT are subtle. The Spearman’s coefficient
values of the three experiments all lie within the range from 0.96 to 0.99. The high
scores indicate that the rank orders of the similarities between the attribute terms
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Spearman’s coefficient p-value
Word2Vec 0.9769 0.00
fastText 0.9859 0.00
CWE 0.9694 0.00

Table 4.3.: Results of ECT on word embedding trained with synchronic corpus

and two sets of gender terms are highly correlated. A closer look at the results reveals
that ECT, like WEAT, also detects the largest amount of gender bias in the CWE word
vectors.

type accuracy score

Word2Vec Adj 0.5871
Noun 0.6334

fastText Adj 0.5771
Noun 0.6448

CWE Adj 0.5778
Noun 0.8324

Table 4.4.: Results of implicit test on word embedding trained with synchronic corpus

We conduct the experiments of implicit bias test on adjectives and nouns sepa-
rately. The accuracy scores of nouns are higher than the results of adjectives on all
vectors trained with the synchronic corpus, especially on CWE embeddings, reaching
0.83. The adjective set gets the highest score, 0.59, on the embedding trained with the
Word2Vec model. However, a higher accuracy score indicates more bias. Gonen and
Goldberg (2019) reported the accuracy score of 0.99 on the original Word2Vec English
embedding and 0.93 on the hard-debiased embedding. Compared with their results,
the accuracy scores we generated are relatively low, although we created a new word
list for Chinese.

Overall, all the tests we covered in experiments are sensitive to gender bias in Chi-
nese word embeddings, although the results vary considerably. The results of ECT all
centralise to a very small range so that they can only represent modest distinctions
between various embeddings. According to the high value of the ECT results, this
method could only detect limited gender-biased information from Chinese word em-
beddings. Thus, the ECT method we used in experiments is not efficient enough to
assess gender bias from Chinese word embeddings. Moreover, as the accuracy score
of the implicit bias test is calculated based on contemporary perceptions (i.e. people’s
scores of gender-biased words), this test may not be suitable for diachronic research.

4.2. Results on word embeddings with diachronic corpus

According to the results mentioned in Section 4.1, only WEAT is adopted in the ex-
periments concerning the diachronic changes of gender bias. Table 4.5, Table 4.6, and
Figure 4.1 elaborate on the results of the diachronic research of gender bias.

The results ofWEAT 7 on three different word embeddings are relatively consistent.
They all undergo an increase from Exploration to Development and slightly drop after
that. The test still results in the largest effect size in the word embeddings with CWE,
but the value of each period is not obviously distinguished from the others.The results
of Word2Vec embedding and fastText embedding are close, with effect sizes ranging
from 0.77 to 1.46. It should be noticed that the bias change measured by WEAT 7 on
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fastText embedding is more distinct than the others. The p-values of all the WEAT 7
results are less than 0.05.

WEAT 8 reports entirely reversed results toWEAT 7. If neglecting the insignificant
value of theNew era period onWord2Vec embeddings, the general tendency ofWEAT
8 results should be a decrease followed by a moderate rise. The highest effect size is
also calculated on the word embeddings trained by CWE, whereas the average score
of WEAT 8 is obviously lower than that of WEAT7. In addition, the repeated appear-
ances of high p-values in the experiments of New era should be noted. It suggests the
uncertainty of the results on the embeddings of the New era period.

effect_size p-value
Word2Vec

Exploration 1.0049 0.02
Development 1.3145 0.00

New era 1.3200 0.00
fastText

Exploration 0.7690 0.02
Development 1.4575 0.00

New era 1.2303 0.00
CWE

Exploration 1.6856 0.00
Development 1.7962 0.00

New era 1.7348 0.00

Table 4.5.: Results of WEAT7 on word embedding trained with diachronic corpus

effect_size p-value
Word2Vec

Exploration 0.7917 0.03
Development 0.6910 0.04

New era 0.2989 0.29
fastText

Exploration 0.6827 0.02
Development 0.6466 0.00

New era 0.7197 0.04
CWE

Exploration 1.2021 0.00
Development 1.0229 0.01

New era 1.1749 0.04

Table 4.6.: Results of WEAT8 on word embedding trained with diachronic corpus
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Figure 4.1.: Line charts of WEAT7 and WEAT8 results on diachronic embedding
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5. Discussion

This chapter will discuss the results reported in Chapter 4.The following sections will
revolve around three perspectives: the adaptation of explicit and implicit gender bias
tests to Chinese embeddings, gender bias change captured by tests from diachronic
embeddings and subword information and gender bias.

5.1. Adaptation of gender bias tests to Chinese embeddings

We verify the adaptation of three gender bias tests, two explicit bias tests and one
implicit bias test. WEAT is a relatively well-performing test according to the results
in Section 4.1, and it is also adopted for the diachronic experiments. In most of the
experiments, WEAT 7 results in a higher effect size than WEAT 8, even though they
are conducted on the same embedding. The only difference between the two subtests
is the sets of terms they rely on. For WEAT 7, the words in its target sets are more
frequent than those in WEAT 8. For example, ”爱因斯坦” (Einstein) and ”莎士比亚”
(Shakespeare) are both translated names from Western languages, so they may not
be representative biased words in Chinese. Moreover, the attribute terms in WEAT 7
are direct gender terms, but they are replaced by gendered role nouns like father and
mother in WEAT 8. These all could lead to the higher results of WEAT 7.

The core task of adaptation is compiling appropriate sets of terms that serve as the
target set and attribute set in the tests. The efficiency of adapted tests highly depends
on them. The Spearman’s coefficients of ECT are all close to 1, while the nuance be-
tween the ECT results is consistent with the results of WEAT. The directly translated
profession list might limit the capture of gender bias. As terms of the attribute set,
words in a list are the source material from which ECT measures bias. If they are not
common careers or widely used names for the careers, the test will naturally lose some
power. The same also applies to the relatively low accuracy scores of the KMeans++
results.

5.2. Diachronic change of gender bias

WEAT 7 and WEAT 8 generate dramatically different results in diachronic experi-
ments. In fact, previous sociological studies have pointed out that people had greater
gender equality in the pre-reform era, namely the Development period in our experi-
ment, than the following decades, and some gender stereotypes were gradually elimi-
nated in recent years. Hence, the results of WEAT 7 are corroborated. ForWEAT 8, its
high p-values could suggest the weak association between target terms and gender
terms; hence, its result is less reliable. Moreover, the target sets and attribute sets of
WEAT might be too small to measure the gender bias change of an era. Once one or
more terms are not chosen properly, the results will be significantly affected.

5.3. Gender bias and subword information

In nearly all experiments, gender bias captured in the word embeddings trained with
CWE is higher than that captured in the other two. However, it is inappropriate
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to conclude that a model with character-level information can more precisely en-
code a larger amount of gender -biased information in Chinese. Compared with plain
Word2Vec and fastText, CWE leverages the semantic information carried by char-
acters that compose words. As mentioned in Section 2.1, not all Chinese characters
contribute to the semantic construction of the word they compose, and some have no
relation at all. The extra gender bias detected in CWE embeddings might derive from
the redundant character embeddings. In other words, the CWE model might falsely
attach gender-biased information independently carried by some characters to the
representation of the entire word. According to the results of the diachronic experi-
ments, the gender bias detected from CWE word vectors of different periods does not
present prominent differences. It could also be related to the character embeddings
in the CWE model. The change of gender bias in Chinese characters may not be as
distinctive as it is in Chinese words.

FastText also includes subword information in the training of word vectors, but it
does not result in as large an amount of detected bias as CWE. FastText was originally
designed for English, so the approach it used for processing subword informationmay
not be suitable for Chinese. The subword components covered by this model may not
actually contribute to the encoding of gender-biased information.
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6. Conclusion and future work

In this thesis, we conducted both synchronic and diachronic research on gender bias
in Chinese word embeddings trained with different models through adapting and
applying implicit and explicit gender bias tests. SogouCA and the People’s Daily Di-
achronic Corpus were adopted for training synchronic and diachronic embeddings,
respectively. As the People’s Daily Diachronic Corpus contains continuous data of 70
years, we split it into three subcorpora according to the social background before feed-
ing it into the embedding models. To examine how subword information affects the
encoding of gender bias, plain Word2Vec, fastText and CWE were chosen for train-
ing Chinese word embeddings. After adaptation to Chinese, two explicit bias tests,
WEAT and ECT, and one implicit bias test were first employed for measuring gen-
der bias in synchronic experiments. By analysing the efficiency of the three tests, we
chose WEAT to trace the gender bias change through diachronic word embeddings.
In the end, we analysed how the measured gender bias was correlated to models for
training.

In the synchronic research, all adapted bias tests proved sensitive to gender bias
in Chinese word embeddings, although ECT and KMeans++ were not as efficient as
WEAT. Two subtests of WEAT, WEAT 7 and WEAT 8, also performed differently on
the same embedding. We attribute the different performance to the sets of terms they
included. Once they were not well adapted to Chinese, the amount of detected bias
was limited. For the diachronic study, WEAT 7 captured the changes of gender bias
throughout three time periods, while WEAT 8 did not perform as expected. The re-
versed results of WEAT 8 might have been caused by the uncommon words included
in its target sets. From the perspective of subword information and gender bias in em-
beddings, a larger amount of gender bias is always detected from embeddings trained
with the CWEmodel. It suggests that leveraging character embedding would increase
the gender-biased information in the representation of Chinese words. However, fast-
Text, the model also covering subword information, did not result in a quantity of
gender bias similar to that of WEAT. We impute this to this model’s unsuitable ap-
proach for processing subword information.

In short, our experiments validated the feasibility of adapting gender bias tests
from English to Chinese. Regardless of the type of bias tests, embeddings trained
with character-level information carried most gender-biased information. We also
presented a possible framework for tracing the diachronic change of gender bias.

As our study confirmed the sensitivity of some existing gender bias tests on Chinese
embeddings, future studies could further investigate how to improve the adaptation
of sets of terms used in the test. Some sociological research is needed as a foundation;
meanwhile, studies of sociology will also benefit from the test, once a widely accepted
version of the test is built. Moreover, the state-of-the-art word embedding models,
such as Elmo (Peters et al., 2018) and Bert (Devlin et al., 2019), are believed to have
better performance in terms of the capture of gender bias.This project could be further
extended by exploring how to measure gender bias in these models, how to transform
these models into research tools that could be used by scholars from other fields and
how to employ these models to investigate the diachronic changes of gender bias.
Another aspect that further studies could consider is the gender-biased information
carried by Chinese characters and words. Determining how biased information in
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characters affects the words they compose might help to improve the debias method
of Chinese.
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A. Chinese adaptation of WEAT 7 and 8

WEAT 7
Target1 (science): math, algebra, geometry, calculus, equations, computation, num-
bers, addition.
Target2 (arts): poetry, art, dance, literature, novel, symphony, drama, sculpture.
A1 (male terms): male, man, boy, brother, he, him, his, son.
A2 (female terms): female, woman, girl, sister, she, her, hers, daughter

Target1: ’数学’,’代数’,’几何’,’微积分’,’方程’,’运算’,’数字’,’加法’
Target2: ’诗歌’,’艺术’,’舞蹈’,’文学’,’小说’,’交响乐’,’戏剧’,’雕塑’
A1:’男性’,’男人’,’男孩’,’兄弟’,’他’,’他的’,’他们’,’儿子’
A2:’女性’,’女人’,’女孩’,’姊妹’,’她’,’她的’,’她们’,’女儿’

WEAT 8
Target1 (science): science, technology, physics, chemistry, Einstein, NASA, experi-
ment, astronomy.
Target2 (arts): poetry, art, Shakespeare, dance, literature, novel, symphony, drama.
A1 (male terms): brother, father, uncle, grandfather, son, he, his, him.
A2 (female terms): sister, mother, aunt, grandmother, daughter, she, hers, her.

Target1: ’科学’,’技术’,’物理’,’化学’,’爱因斯坦’,’太空’,’实验’,’天文’
Target2: ’诗歌’,’艺术’,’莎士比亚’,’舞蹈’,’文学’,’小说’,’交响乐’,’戏剧’
A1: ’兄弟’,’父亲’,’叔叔’,’爷爷’,’儿子’,’他’,’他的’,’他们’
A2: ’姊妹’,’母亲’,’阿姨’,’奶奶’,’女儿’,’她’,’她的’,’他们’
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B. Chinese adaptation of ECT

A: ’侦探’,’大使’,’教练’,’官员’,’拉比’,’秘书’,’经理’,’科学家’,’演员’,’实业家’,’实业
家’,’ 生物学家’,’ 船长’,’ 经济学家’,’ 政治家’,’ 男爵’,’ 摄影师’,’ 调解员’,’ 角色’,’ 家庭
主妇’,’珠宝商’,’物理学家’,’杀手’,’地质学家’,’画家’,’雇员’,’大亨’,’爸爸’,’巡警’,’总
理’,’辩护律师’,’官僚’,’战略家’,’心理学家’,’活动家’,’地方官’,’法官’,’外科医生’,’护
士’,’传教士’,’造型师’,’学者’,’博物学家’,’艺术家’,’数学家’,’商人’,’调查员’,’仆人’,’
广播员’,’渔夫’,’地主’,’管家’,’考古学家’,’青少年’,’议员’,’代理人’,’校长’,’教徒’,’行
政官’,’队长’,’助手’,’厨师’,’匪徒’,’天文学家’,’教育家’,’律师’,’布道者’,’小说家’,’参
议员’,’收藏家’,’守门员’,’歌手’,’熟人’,’牧师’,’小号手’,’上校’,’骑兵’,’替补’,’哲学家’,’
委员’,’小提琴家’,’神父’,’大提琴家’,’妓女’,’法学家’,’评论员’,’园丁’,’记者’,’战士’,’
摄像师’,’摔跤手’,’理发师’,’立法者’,’职员’,’作家’,’杂工’,’经纪人’,’老板’,’中尉’,’主
角’,’雕塑家’,’保姆’,’老师’,’主妇’,’警察’,’规划师’,’劳工’,’程序员’,’慈善家’,’服务员’,’
交易员’,’冒险家’,’和尚’,’专栏作家’,’银行家’,’神经学家’,’理发师’,’刺客’,’元帅’,’女
服务员’,’艺人’,’编剧’,’电工’,’学生’,’代表’,’研究员’,’看守’,’管理员’,’词作家’,’企业
家’,’水手’,’舞者’,’作曲家’,’总统’,’院长’,’漫画家’,’医生’,’立法委员’,’推销员’,’观察
员’,’专家’,’女仆’,’大主教’,’消防员’,’导师’,’业主’,’餐馆老板’,’编辑’,’圣人’,’检察官’,’
中士’,’理事’,’解说员’,’售票员’,’历史学家’,’公民’,’工人’,’军人’,’导演’,’诗人’,’牙医’,’
政客’,’部长’,’技术员’,’修女’,’讲师’,’分析师’,’发明家’,’救生员’,’保镖’,’酒保’,’检验
员’,’顾问’,’运动员’,’发起人’,’社会名流’,’建筑师’,’机械师’,’门卫’,’煽动者’,’人类学
家’,’ 特使’,’ 卡车司机’,’ 公关’,’ 指挥官’,’ 教授’,’ 批评家’,’ 喜剧演员’,’ 接待员’,’ 金融
家’,’检查员’,’乘务员’,’主教’,’店主’,’外交官’,’国会议员’,’作者’,’社会学家’,’摄影记
者’,’吉他手’,’屠夫’,’暴徒’,’鼓手’,’宇航员’,’抗议者’,’监护人’,’大师’,’钢琴家’,’药剂
师’,’化学家’,’儿科医生’,’工头’,’神职人员’,’音乐家’,’农民’,’士兵’,’木匠’,’导演’,’监
狱长’,’射手’,’囚犯’,’魔术师’,’医生’,’巡警’,’会计’,’负责人’,’拳击手’,’内科医生’,’商
人’,’门徒’

T1: ’男人’,’儿子’,’他’,’他的’,’男性’,’男孩’,’小伙’,’父亲’

T2:’女人’,’女儿’,’她’,”她的,’女性’,’女孩’,’姑娘’,’母亲’
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